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CC-200 Coin Counter/Packager
Taking the hassle out of processing and rolling coins, the CashTech CC-200 Efficient Coin
Counter and Packager is the performance
choice for businesses and organizations that
process coin.

Specifications
Weight:
Countable coin size
Counting speed:
Display type:
Hopper capacity:
Batching:
Power supply:
Dimensions:
Features:

Options:

8 kg (17.7 lbs)
Min. 14 mm to Max 34 mm diameter;
Min. 1 mm to Max 3.4 mm thickness
2000 coins per minute
LED: 5 digit count, 4 digit batch
1500 coins
Programmable bag & batch stops
Variable 1 to 9999		
115 or 230 VAC, 50/60 Hz
H 18.5 cm x W 24 cm x D 40 cm
Small coin off-sort capability
Off-sort bagging attachment
Carrying handle
Hinged coin tray folds for easy storage
Simple denomination change-over
Reverse clearing function
Coin tubes in CDN and/or US denominations
Remote display

All-in-one coin processing
The CC-200 counts 2000 coins per minute with continuous count
for verification purposes, programmable bag stops for bagged coin
output or batch settings to produce coin rolls.
Portable design
With its compact design and folding hinged coin tray, the CC-200 fits
easily into any coin processing environment. The handle allows added
mobility, meaning increased versatility and easy storage.
Operator friendly
Ease of use with little training required makes the CC-200 an operator’s dream. A robust but compact design and easy programming and
maintenance add to its overall efficiency.
Flexible features
In addition to counting coin into bags, the CC-200 can package coins
by denomination into tubes. It can also count out a denomination and
package it within a mixed batch of coins. The selected denomination
is batched or packaged while the smaller coins are filtered into the
off-sort slot.

About Us
CashTech, a Qwinstar company, helps add efﬁciency to your
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currency and coin processing environment with accurate, reliable
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equipment and nationwide ser-vice. Powered by innovation and
sustained by lasting value, CashTech is your precision partner. Our
commitment to quality products and meticulous maintenance
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services creates a cost-effective advantage for our customers.

